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These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and

other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the

TrackIt Web Console and increase its overall benefit for end users.

Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the

TrackIt Web Console and improve the overall end user experience.

Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.

Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and

corrections.
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v3.0.46 (08/25/2020)

Corrections
The following tickets are improvements upon unexpected user experiences for amore fluid and

productive experience throughout TrackIt Android.

Distance and Fuel by Region report displays

data incorrectly

(FEL-362)

Corrected behavior:

TheDistance and Fuel by Region report will now display correct data when the filter is set for

drivers of multiple vehicles in a time period.

Previous behavior:

TheDistance and Fuel by Region report displayed data incorrectly when the filter was set to display

data for a driver who had drivenmultiple trucks during the time period specified.

Redundant Temperature Out of Tolerance

alerts

(CA-207)

Corrected behavior:

The Temperature Out of Tolerance Alert has been adjusted to only turn off when the load
temperature enters tolerance or the ticket is closed. This update will prevent unnecessary alert

notifications.

Previous behavior:

During each status change for COMMANDassurance users, the Temperature Out of Tolerance

alert would turn off and then back on. These occurrences causedmultiple alert notifications to be

sent to the alert recipients unnecessarily.
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Batched Slump value obtained in To Job

status

(CA-209)

Corrected behavior:

TheBatch Summary report will now only accept a slump reading if it is received within fiveminutes

after the vehicle enters the FullyMixed status and the vehicle is still in the FullyMixed status.

Previous behavior:

In the Batch Summary report, the Batched/FullyMixed columnwould accepted a slump from the

COMMANDassurance probe if the value was received within fiveminutes after the vehicle entered

the FullyMixed status. However, if the vehicle entered a new status within the fiveminute window,

such as To Job, the Batch Summary report would use the slump reading set in the To Job as the

Batched slump value as long as the slump occurred within 5minutes of entering FullyMixed.
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